
You're a true visionary, constantly
creating and birthing something new.
You feel at home in a space that gives
you enough room to play and work on
your projects, without having to hold
back. You need to spread out. A
historic loft with an abundant shelf
space and high ceilings makes you
feel at ease and inspired each
morning as you wake up ready to
express your soul through your craft.

Loft
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Pure, logical, energized, fearless, artistic,
engaged, active, innocent, no limits to what's

possible, thrive under pressure

You love plants, don't you? 

Invite them to your home, as much
as possible. Plants remind you of
your own capacity to grow and be
flexible with life.

The key words are expansion and
outward. 

But don't forget, so much of your
power stems from your roots. The
more grounded you get, the
higher you go. 

You have an appetite for
knowledge. 

Bookshelves filled with books add
Wood Element to your home, and
keep you engaged with your
imagination.

You love new design, minimalism
and furniture made out of natural
wood. Books will bring dimension
to otherwise simple decoration. 

Wood is the rising sun, the very
first spring day, and a vision yet to
fulfill itself.

Surround yourself with your
favorite quotes and creative
boards. 

Perhaps, name one of your rooms
Studio of the New Dawn. It's where
you come up with your best ideas.
It is through invention that Wood
element people find their spiritual
path.  

“The moment you doubt whether you can fly, you cease forever to be able to do it.”

YOUR  ESSENCE: 
Wood

PLANTS BOOKSHELVES CREATIVE BOARDS

Peter Pan:



Identify where in your life are you not living according to your essence.
Become a clear vessel for your innate gifts – and no longer be discouraged by
the next coach or boss making you feel like you are not doing it right. 
Know when to say “no” – and when to say “yes”. Powerfully. In life, in business
and in bed. 
Accept and adore every inch of YOU.
Feel less overwhelmed – you no longer carry the world on your shoulders. 
Transform your current living space into your dream space. 
Make your home a sanctuary instead of a burden –  home that brings the best
out of you, every day. 

Now that you have identified what your dream space says about your essence, I'd
like to help you go deeper into building your entire life around your core essence. 

Introducing... The School of Living Light – a program that will help you

There's one main goal: To remember who you are. When you do business, love and
life from that place, you can not fail. You are living your purpose – the reason why
you came here. 

riikkarajamaki.com

TELL ME MORE

https://www.riikkarajamaki.com/school

